
Our growing company is looking for an automotive designer. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for automotive designer

Work closely with sales team to ensure that model/drawing data is uploaded
and released into OEM database
Work closely with launch and sales teams on new product concept designs for
the automotive market and release at the OEM
Work closely with OEM to setup and maintain connection to their database
system
Manage and maintain CAD models, drawings, and their history
Responsible for all UX/UI development aspects for the ASD Next team, from
initial creation of the UX storyboards all the way to implementation of the
UI/UX that deliver a compelling user experience to our customers - starting
with the Idea, through conceptualization and developing it into a sellable
product
Work with 3rd party vendors and partner to ensure we can deliver future user
experiences using externally developed UI technology and elements that can
easily integrate into our product experiences that are competitive,
compelling and future proof
Ensure all UI/UX requirements documentation is accurate and detailed,
including helping to draft storyboards, HMI flow/trees and user manuals for
the UX/UI
Help build and specify the necessary platforms of software and hardware
tools to facilitate the rapid prototyping of defined user experiences
Provide the expert guidance for technical go / no go decisions for product
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Help specify and guide user research to inform stakeholders whether the UX
for our concepts is desired by customers and can create the appropriate
product demand

Qualifications for automotive designer

The ideal candidate will have 1 to 3 year’s experience as a graphic designer
and be able to communicate and understand the principles of design
marketing and advertising and appreciate the need for consistency within
company's branding and marketing mix
Experience and proficiency in a MAC environment and ability to use
Microsoft products
Ability to work in a fast paced environment with high design standards
Conduct project research to monitor future design trends and benchmark
competition
Prepare and deliver design presentations to management using 2D rendering
techniques
Stay up to date on automotive engineering , Color and Material trends, and
UX Design hardware trends relating to the Interior space of production and
concept car vehicles


